Google Classroom was designed to facilitate instruction and learning, but it lacks the capabilities necessary for technical staff to manage data within their school district, for administrators to gain visibility and gather insights, and for teachers to maintain rosters for each class.

To learn more about how your technical staff and teachers can gain more control and greater insights in Google Classroom with Little SIS Premium, connect with a Google Customer Success Specialist.

CDW Education’s **Little SIS Premium** is a cloud-based solution that provides macro-level visibility across all classes and makes provisioning between your SIS (student information system) and Google Classroom easier by enabling technical staff, administrators, and teachers to:

1. **Sync Class Rosters:** With Little SIS Premium, technical staff can eliminate the manual process of aligning their SIS and Google Classroom by automating the creation of Google Classroom classes and the population of rosters. Through the tool’s sync agent, technical staff can select, filter, and map source CSV data so teachers can save time managing classes and be assured that they are up to date at all times, especially when there are last-minute hires, mid-year student transfers or unforeseen schedule changes.

   “We’ve been using the Little SIS Premium feature for six or seven years, and it’s excellent for helping IT admins to roster Google Classroom classes. It partners with our student information system to create Google Classrooms for our teachers, which is very helpful.”
   —Technology Director | Kewaskum School District

2. **Delegate Access to Classes:** Little SIS Premium allows technical staff to focus on what they do best by empowering administrators with the ability to designate teachers for any class. While Google Classroom has built-in visitor capabilities, it only allows them to join one class at a time for a maximum of 2 hours. However, Little SIS Premium authorizes visitors to join multiple classes for any length of time. This enables administrators to conduct classroom observations without being burdened with notifications, substitute teachers to securely join multiple classes, and parents and guardians to monitor Google Classroom activities assigned to their child/children.

   “The Little SIS Premium feature is a very helpful tool for helping IT admins manage their infrastructure. It simplified the process a little and is better than relying on the admin counselor.”
   —Network Analyst | St. Charles Community School District 303

3. **Run Google Classroom Usage Reports:** Administrators can better support classroom instruction with Little SIS Premium’s ability to collect and report on usage data. These reports can be used to track student engagement to strategize improvements, identify under-utilized classes that need to be archived, and troubleshoot problems more quickly. Administrators can even search, sort, and filter all Google Classroom classes across their domain to view high-level data. This can be used to determine which teachers need individualized training on how to integrate Google tools for district-wide adoption and which students need additional help to improve their academic performance before they slip through the cracks.

To learn more about how your technical staff and teachers can gain more control and greater insights in Google Classroom with Little SIS Premium, [connect with a Google Customer Success Specialist](#).